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Abstract: The α and prior β textures and microtextures of a lamellar Ti6242 forged disk were
characterized by advanced electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) and related to crystallographic
features of faceted crack initiation sites of dwell fatigue specimens tested along the radial direction
(RD). Large feather-like structures of α colonies with close orientations were observed at boundaries
of elongated prior β grains. Their orientation belongs to the <11-20>α//z fiber, aligning the c-axis
in RDs (z: axial direction of the disk). They are inherited from prior β grains belonging to the
major <100>β and minor <111>β//z fibers. These feather-like structures are strong regions of the
forging that act as a preferential crack initiation site. Adjacent to them, one can observe large colony
with evidence of prismatic slip. Thus, the facet formation seems triggered by stress redistribution
from “weak” to “strong” regions due to the elastic and plastic anisotropy. Finally, the occurrence
of neighboring β grains able to share close oriented feather-like colonies is discussed considering
the reconstructed β microtexture and texture. This study may be helpful for further texture control
during the forging process.

Keywords: fatigue; fractography; titanium alloys; bimodal microstructure; EBSD

1. Introduction

The application of near α titanium alloys in critical application may be limited by their sensitivity
to dwell fatigue. Under certain conditions of stress and temperature, dwell sensitivity reduces
the fatigue life by a decade when submitted to a trapezoidal waveform (load maintained at peak
stress) compared with a classical triangular or sinusoidal waveforms [1–3]. This phenomenon is
well documented for bimodal microstructures [4–6] where crack initiation is dominated by the
developments of quasi-cleavage facets along the basal plane in the αp nodules [7]. In lamellar, facets
form in Widmanstätten colonies either in a single colony or adjacent colonies sharing the same c-axis [8].

Among the mechanisms explaining facet formation, the Stroh model is often cited and serves
as a basis for more complex models [9–11]. In the Stroh model, a ‘hard’ grain (i.e., with its c-axis
close to the applied load) is adjacent with a ‘soft’ grain. Plasticity in the soft grains accumulate
dislocations in the vicinity of the hard grain, inducing a shear stress which leads to cleavage under the
macroscopic applied load. This mechanism suggests that the texture and microtexture should play a
role in the occurrence of facet formation, but unfortunately this role was little studied in the literature
on lamellar microstructures.
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Several investigations focused on the microstructural effect on the dwell sensitivity. They showed
the crack growth in colony structure is slower than in elongated and equiaxed structure [12,13]. Lefranc
found also that micro voids formed by coalescence of cavities nucleated at α/β interfaces along localized
slip bands in aligned colonies of α laths [14]. However, several questions remain open concerning
lamellar microstructures, i.e., which microtexture are dwell sensitive? How do they form? Is there a
way to optimize the processing route to limit their occurrence?

Therefore, the aim of this contribution is to characterize the α and prior β microstructure and
microtexture behind faceted crack initiation sites in lamellar titanium Ti-6242 disk. The origin of
those weak points of the microstructure and new insights for further forging process optimization
are discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material and Fatigue Testing

A Ti-6242 compressor disk was supplied by Safran Aircraft Engines (Figure 1a). For mechanical
properties of this alloy, the reader can refer to the Phd thesis of Thungen [15]. It was forged in the β

domain and further annealed in theα/βdomain. Its resulting microstructure is mainly made of pancaked
prior β grains with a thickness of ~80 µm and a radius of few millimeters (Figure 1b). Those β grains
transformed into α lamellae (2–3 µm thick) during cooling, wetting first the β boundaries (called αGB)
before emitting lamellar Widmanstätten colonies (Figure 1c). At some locations, these colonies expand
at each side of the boundary, forming a feather-like structure. They can reach a length of several
hundred of µm along the β grain boundary and develop inside the grain over 50 to 150 µm. In the
core of the β grains, the α phase was mostly arranged in basket weave (Figure 1d). During annealing,
α needles are formed in the residual β phase (only visible at higher magnification in Figure 1d).
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trapezoidal wave form loading with an applied stress of 900 MPa, R = 0, a dwell period of 120 s, and 
a load/unload period of 1.5 s. The number of cycles to failure was 3219 and 3877 and similar fracture 
surfaces were observed.  

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the forged disk with the reference frame used in this study and the region of
interest for microstructure characterization and fatigue tests; (b) Macrography of the microstructure
in 3 orthogonal directions (c) α lamellae structure formed in millimeter large and elongated prior β
grains, (d) residual β-phase layers (in white) and α needles formed during aging in the α/β field.

Different fatigue specimens were cut radially from the disk, in the most deformed region during
β-forging (Figure 1a). The smooth dog-bone shaped specimens had a gage diameter of 6.3 mm and a
gage length of 30 mm. Dwell fatigue tests were conducted to failure under the following conditions:
trapezoidal wave form loading with an applied stress of 900 MPa, R = 0, a dwell period of 120 s, and a
load/unload period of 1.5 s. The number of cycles to failure was 3219 and 3877 and similar fracture
surfaces were observed.

2.2. Microstructure and Local Texture Analysis of the Forged Disk and Fractured Specimen

Scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) Jeol JSM-6490 and Jeol JSM-6500F (Tokyo, Japan) equipped
with EBSD systems Nordlys S Camera from Oxford instruments (Abingdon, UK) were used for
microstructure and local texture analysis. The microstructure was revealed using Kroll’s (Solution
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of 4%HNO3 + 2%HF) reagent after polishing up to a 4000-grid silicon paper. EBSD measurements
required an extra final polishing step with a mixture of colloidal silica solution (OP-S-0.25µm) and
hydrogen peroxide.

Large areas of the most deformed region of the disk were scanned by EBSD with a step size of 5µm
by combined beam and stage movements. Due to this large step size compared to the thickness of αp
lamellae (2–3 µm), the fraction of non-indexed points increased to 40% in the basket weave domains.
The missing data were extrapolated with the closest neighbor approximation within a distance of two
pixels maximum. Additional EBSD maps were acquired with reduced step sizes of 1.5, 0.7, and 0.5 µm
to better characterize the local texture in relation with the microstructure. EBSD maps are mostly
plotted as inverse pole figure (IPF) maps either with respect to the forging direction z or with respect
to the radial direction r of the fatigue specimens.

The crack initiation sites of the fractured specimens were characterized by SEM and EBSD. For one
sample, two orthogonal sections were analyzed: parallel and perpendicular to the main crack initiation
site. First, successive polishing steps over the fracture surface were performed on one part to identify
the microstructure/microtexture underneath a crack nucleation site. Then, an additional transverse cut
was performed on the other part to analyze the tri-dimensional neighborhood of the same site.

Finally, our homemade reconstruction software (Merengue2) was applied to identify the prior β
grain shapes and orientations on the inherited α map [16,17]. It uses the Burgers orientation relation
(BOR) between both phases:

(110)β//(0001)α[
111
]
β
//
[
21 10

]
α

(112)β//(0110)α

. (1)

According to it, 12 crystallographicαorientations called variants are related to a singleβorientation.
The method finds the most likely β orientation related to a set of neighboring α orientations [18].
For the present study, the version of the algorithm dedicated to ‘deformed parent microstructure’ was
used to account for the orientation gradient in the parent phase prior to transformation [19].

In addition, the α and β EBSD maps acquired over the forged disk were processed with DECRYPT
(Direct Evaluation of CRYstallographic Phase Transformation, LEM3, Metz, France), our home-made
software dedicated to analyzing the orientation data inherited by OR-based phase transformations [20].
First, it was applied on the reconstructed β map to quantify the fraction of specific prior β GBs able
to share close-oriented α colonies. This ability requires that the β GBs belong to one of the special
boundaries listed in Table 1 [20]. Second, the tendency of these specific β GBs to promote these
close-oriented colonies at each side of the GB was quantify on the corresponding α map.

Table 1. Special disorientations for which two β grains share common variants (the number of common
variants is also indicated).

Special β GB Type β/β Disorientation Common Variants

I 10.5◦<110> 1
II 49.5◦<110> 1
III 60◦<110> 2
IV 60◦<111> 3

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure and Microtexture of the Most Deformed Region of the Ti-6242 Disk

Figure 2a,b gives a large α EBSD map acquired in the (θ, z) plane of the disk and the corresponding
pole figures with the forging direction z in the center. The α texture is sharp in this region subjected to
high level of deformation by forging. More than 30% of the α lamellae belong to the main fiber-texture
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component referenced <11-20>α//z. They align the a-direction of the hexagonal lattice (<11-20>) with
the forging direction z and have the c-axis randomly distributed perpendicularly to z (Figure 2b).
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Theα lamellae belonging to this main <11-20>α//z fiber component are colored in green in the EBSD
map according to the IPF//z color key (Figure 2a). They are organized in large Widmanstätten colonies
forming close-oriented domains with a length ranging from 500 to 3000 µm (the peak in the distribution
is around 900 µm). They reveal the elongated shape of the prior β grains. Inside each domain, a large
and continuous orientation spread is observed. This indicates a progressive misorientation from one
lamella to the next, mostly inherited from the orientation gradient in the prior β phase induced during
the forging step.

Finally, a minor α fiber component is also observed with c-axes at 45–56◦ from z. In the EBSD
map, it is displayed in orange/pink and correspond mostly to α lamellae organized in basket-weaves.
Actually, it is two close α fibers with components corresponding approximately to a {40-47} ⊥ z (pink)
and a {2-429} ⊥ z (orange). They represent 11% of the volume fraction. Even if the indexing rate was
reduced in these regions, it was possible to evaluate that they form close-oriented domains with a size
below 200 µm in most of cases (peak at 60 µm).

To analyze the origin of the sharp α texture and microtexture, the prior β orientation map has been
reconstructed from the measured α one. Figure 2c,d displays the resulting β-IPF//z map with high and
low angle boundaries (HAGB/LAGB), plotted respectively in black and white and the corresponding β

pole figures with the forging direction z in the center.
The prior β-forged texture is also very sharp and characterized by two fibers: 54% of <100>//z

(β grains in red in the EBSD map often separated by HAGBs) and 26% of <111>//z (β grains in blue in
the EBSD map). These two fibers develop classically in bcc materials after uniaxial compression [21–24].

As seen in the reconstructed β map, the β grains are elongated in the θ direction and their length
scales in the millimeter range. Some small grains are decorating the boundaries; they are inherited
from recrystallization [25]. The aspect ratio of the β elongated grains seems to depend on their texture
component; the <111>β//z grains are significantly larger with a smaller aspect ratio than the <100>β//z
grains. Also, the orientation gradient inside the β grains have been evaluated by calculating for each β

grains the average deviation of each pixel with the mean grain orientation (parameter called GOS [26]).
β grains with the highest GOS values seems to belong to the <100>//z fiber. Those results suggest an
orientation dependence to internal stored energy as already observed in BCC transition metals [27].

The large α feather-like structure develops from specific β GBs able to share close α orientations
(see Table 1) as observed by comparing the measuredα and the reconstructedβmaps. These boundaries
separate β grains belonging either to the same <100>β//z fiber (mostly LAGBs) or respectively to
<100>β and <111>β//z fibers (HAGBs). The thickest α domains are detected in this latter case due to
the larger width of the <111>β//z grains.

Large α feather-like structures extending over three prior β grains can even be observed in the
material (the β grain in the middle of the configuration being almost transformed to the unique
common α orientation between the three β grains). This is further illustrated in Figure 3 with an EBSD
map acquired with a step size of 1.5 µm. Close to the center of the α map (Figure 3c), three α colonies
separated by LAGBs are clearly seen. The close-up view Figure 3d includes the overlap of the Kikuchi
Pattern Quality map and reveals the morphological orientations of the α lamellae in each colony
(see the black dashed lines). They develop over the <111>//z blue β grain in sandwich between two
<100>//z β grains (see Figure 3a). These β grains are disoriented close to 49.5◦<110>. Consequently,
they share a common {110} plane and have two <111> directions at 60◦ from each other (they are
encircled in the corresponding β-PFs). This misorientation allows the three β-grains to share a common
α orientation that is preferentially selected to form the extended α domain (this α orientation is plotted
in the corresponding α-PFs). It can be noted that such configurations are complex to reconstruct. In this
example, only two pieces of information confirmed the existence of the sandwiched <111> β grain:
(1) The presence of a small orange lamella in BOR with the <111> grain only (in the top middle of
Figure 3d) and (2) a closer look at the lamellar microstructure which revealed that the colonies were
separated by a discontinuous αGB layer. The occurrence frequency of such a situation in the material
requires analysis by EBSD large fields with a small step size.
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Figure 3. Local microtexture in the disk: (a) IPF//z EBSD maps for the reconstructed β phase and
(b) orientations of the three β parents of the feather microstructure as PFs (z in the center) (c) IPF//z
EBSD maps for the measured α phase; (d) Close-up view of the three extended colonies, the overlap of
the Kikuchi Pattern Quality map reveals the morphological orientations of the colonies (underlined
with the black dashed lines); (e) α orientations of the feather-like colonies.

3.2. Fractographic Features in Relation with the Microtexture

The radial dwell fatigue specimens showed a rough and very uneven fracture surface. Several
elongated facets, slightly tilted from the fractured plane and surrounded by micro-cracks were observed.
Figure 4 displays SEM images of a typical fracture surface with multiple elongated facets. Figure 4b is
a zoom of the large facet (1.438 mm long) that is analyzed deeper in the following. The fracture surface
also presents regions with micro-voids as boxed with a dashed line.
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Figure 4. Fracture surface after dwell fatigue test along the radial direction r: (a) Uneven surface from
a tilted angle; (b) Zoom of the elongated facet; (c) Top view of the fracture surface The region boxed in
black locate the zone polished for microstructure analysis; the line illustrates the cut for transverse
microstructure analysis on the complementary section.

The microstructure underlying the zoomed facet in Figure 4b is observed after a slight polishing
in Figure 5. The backscattered image reveals that the facet covers two large α colonies growing at a
prior β boundary, itself decorated by a discontinuous αGB layer.
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6c). Notice that in this section, the center of the PFs is the radial direction r corresponding to the 
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Figure 5. Fracture surface given in Figure 4 after polishing. (a) Macroscopic view; (b) Microstructure
below the elongated facet seen Figure 4b, imaged with the BSE detector. The zone further analyzed by
EBSD is boxed in red.

These α colonies share close orientations that belong to the main α fiber <11-20>//z observed in the
disk (shown in green Figure 2a). This is clearly seen on the α-IPF//z map in Figure 6a performed over
the zone boxed in red in Figure 5b. It was acquired with a step size of 0.5 µm and covered 627× 442 µm2.
A 6–7◦ low angle boundary separates both colonies (as revealed by the white misorientation line
Figure 6a).
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the β-PFs in Figure 6b. This defines the orientation of the feather like α colonies selected at the β/β 

Figure 6. EBSD map acquired below the facet: (a) measured α IPF//z map (angular misorientations
between 3–15◦: in white); (b) reconstructed β-IPF//z map and discrete PFs of β orientations close
to the boundary; (c) measured α-IPF//r map (angular misorientations between 3–15◦: in white) and
corresponding α PF densities. The β/α poles implicated in the GB variant selection according to BOR
are encircled on the corresponding PFs.

The reconstructed β-map (β-IPF//z in Figure 6b) indicates that these colonies are inherited from
two differently oriented β grains belonging to the <100>//z (in red) and <111>//z (in blue) fibers.
These α colonies below the facet have the orientation of the closest variants between both prior β

grains as revealed by the comparison of the {110}/{111}β PFs (Figure 6b) with the {0002}/{11-20}α PFs
(Figure 6c). Notice that in this section, the center of the PFs is the radial direction r corresponding to
the tensile direction. The β grains are disoriented by ~53◦<110> (within ± 5◦ scatter). This specific
misorientation allows them to share a common {110} pole and to have two <111> at ~60◦, encircled
on the β-PFs in Figure 6b. This defines the orientation of the feather like α colonies selected at the
β/β boundary, encircled on the α-PFs in Figure 6c. The c-axis of the colonies is at 18–22◦ from the
radial/tensile direction r and is thus colored in red in the α-IPF//r (Figure 6c).

Finally, the comparison between the (0001)α and the (110)βPFs reveals also that in the basket-weave
region (nearby the colonies), most of the variants are present. The variant selection is definitely limited
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to the GB Widmanstätten precipitation. A similar analysis has been performed on the highly tilted
region of the fracture surface mainly made of micro-voids (see the dotted box Figure 4). At this location,
the lamellae were mostly arranged in basket-weaves, with different crystallographic orientations from
one set of lamellae to the next. This arrangement is known to be more resistant to crack propagation
and produced an uneven aspect of the fracture surface [28].

3.3. Analysis of the Facet’s Neighborhood

The second part of the fractured specimen was polished perpendicularly to the fractured surface
up to the facet to observe the 3D neighborhood of the feather-like colonies (full line Figure 4c illustrates
the cutting plane). Figure 7 shows an analysis of EBSD data acquired in the (z, r) section. On the
α-IPF//r map (Figure 7a), the feather-like colonies below the facet are still colored in red. Interestingly,
they are adjacent to a large colony (in blue in Figure 7a) that has undergone prismatic slip during the
fatigue test. Indeed, the blue colony contains evidence of shear deformation that preceded the facet
formation. Traces of slip bands are easily observed on the lath structure because of the sheared α/β lath
interfaces. This shearing is seen in the EBSD map (in the white ellipse in Figure 7a). Indeed, the sheared
lines exhibit low Kikuchi pattern quality and consequently a low indexing rate at this location. It is
also confirmed on the high magnification BSE micrograph Figure 8.
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Figure 7. EBSD map over the section transverse to the facet seen in Figure 4b,c: (a) measured α IPF//z
map; (b) Reconstructed β IPF//z map; (c) α orientations plotted as PFs of two specific colonies, the red
one below the facet and the blue one with deformation marks and additional dotted traces of facet and
slip planes.
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Figure 8. BSE images showing shearing at the α/β lamellae interfaces in the colony adjacent to the facet
colored in blue Figure 7a: (a) low and (b) higher magnification.

The trace is consistent with the trace of a prismatic slip plane as seen Figure 7c (see the trace analysis
on the {1-100}α PF). The corresponding slip system has a Schmid factor of cos(60◦). cos(30◦) > 0.4
which is favorable for slip. The red colony below the facet has a Schmid factor of about 0.3–0.35 for
basal slip. However, no shearing at the α/β lath interface was observed neither in the <111>//z oriented
β grain nor in the <100>//z one. This may indicate that little plastic deformation took place before
basal cleavage (notice that the facet plane is consistent with a basal plane as indicated Figure 7b on the
{0002}PF by the dashed lines).

4. Discussion

4.1. Influence of the Local Microstructure/Microtexture on Cold Dwell Failure in β-Forged Ti Alloys

In our study, several cracks initiated subsurface with facets at the initiation site. The studied facet
was 1.438 mm long and slightly inclined relative to the load (Figure 4). The underlying microstructure
consisted of two Widmanstätten colonies decorating a prior β grain boundary. EBSD revealed that the
two colonies had their c-axis at 18–22◦ to loading axis and were separated by a low-angle misorientation
(~6◦). Adjacent to the initiation site was another large colony with slip bands shearing the α/β interfaces
by prismatic slip for the α phase (Figure 7). In the β phase, the slip traces analysis revealed that a
{112}<111> system was activated. Since both α and β slip systems were parallel, the resistance to
dislocation transfer between the α and β interface was low [29].

The crystallography of dwell fracture surface has been less studied in lamellar
microstructures [8,30–33] than in bimodal microstructures [1,34,35]. In 1979, Eylon et al. already had
observed that facets could extend over several colonies [8]. The angles between habit planes made
them thought that the c-axis was then common as also observed later by Pilchak et al. [30]. Those facets
corresponded to the 10.5◦<0001> disoriented Burgers variants. To our knowledge, facets formed over
two different β grains have only been reported once by von Thüngen et al. [33] with the use of EBSD.

Mechanisms of formation of those facets are still under discussion. The inclination of the facets
normal to the load axis is generally in the range 4–16◦ [31] or around 45◦ [32]. As noted by Evans,
this difference is due to the modes controlling facet formation [36]. In this work, the mode is clearly
the “quasi-cleavage” mode (renamed Low ∆K [30] since 2009) where facets have a low inclination to
the load. Different mechanisms may explain this type of fracture. The most popular is the Stroh model
proposed by Bache et al. where stress redistribution between a “strong” and a “weak” grain trigger
facet formation [7,37]. The “weak” grain act as dislocations source which pile up at the boundary of the
“hard” grain inducing a shearing which ultimately lead to facet formation. The Stroh model provides a
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mechanism by which a facet may form in grains having low for Schmid factor for basal and prismatic
slip (i.e., having their c-axis almost parallel to the load). However, this mechanism is mostly discussed
for fractures encountered in bimodal microstructures. There, the facets from in primary α nodules
with the c-axes lying in the range of 0–16◦ to the load direction [34,36,38]. In our material, 9.3%vol
of the α grains had their c-axis in the 0–15◦ range from the load direction. So it is likely, such large
colonies with these orientations were present in the sample. Since the fatal crack occurred at ~20◦,
some other mechanism may have operated. This 20◦ inclination is in agreement with the work of
Bridier et al. [39]. Experimentally, Bridier et al. observed that cracks originate more often from grains
having a Schmid factor larger than 0.24 on the basal slip system. In our work, the Schmid factor of
the colonies underlying the facet was above this value but no basal slip activity has been observed.
The Schmid factor approach does not account for all factors influencing facet formation, like stress
redistribution due to elastic anisotropy [40] and grain neighborhood [41]. More complex approaches
may account for the facet formation [10,42].

The last factor which influence facet formation is the size of the crystallographic features (also called
structural units [43]). Indeed, the larger the grains, the larger the dislocation source (for the “weak”
grain) and the larger the resulting facet (in the “strong” grain). The size of structural units depends
strongly on the thermomechanical history of the material and are discussed in the next section.

4.2. Analysis of the Propension of the α Feather-Like Microstructures in Relation to the β Forged Microtexture

In our study, crack initiation was found to occur in large feather-like α structures. A first major
result concerns the orientations of these colonies; they have their c-axis at 18–22◦ to the loading axis
(in the present dwell test: the radial direction of the disk). The α texture in the most deformed part of
the disk is characterized by a main <11-20>α//z fiber (Figure 2a). This brings the c-axis into the radial
directions of the disk.

A second major result shows that these feather-like α colonies with close crystallographic
orientations have precipitated at prior β GBs with the specific misorientations listed in Table 1.
For example, in Figure 6, the β GB had a misorientation of ~53◦ around <110>. This misorientation is
at 4.5◦ from the 49.5◦ <110> of special GB. Therefore, the closest variants common to both β grains
are at 4.5◦ from each other and a LAGB remained at the localization of the prior β GB. The presence
of large clusters of colonies of similar orientation was already reported in the literature under
different names: “double colonies” [20], “double Burgers boundary” [44], “feather microstructure” [45],
or “plumes” [15,46].

These feather-like α colonies develop from precursors of αGB layers that continuously decorate
the β GBs with the same unique orientation, i.e., minimizing the BOR deviation with both β grains.
This phenomenon is referred to as the double Burgers variant selection (or 2BOR-VS) in the following.
The 2BOR-VS has been analyzed in details in different studies [20,47]. Shi et al. found that 2BOR-VS
operates on β GBs that deviate from the strict special misorientations up to a tolerance of 15◦ [47].
Liu et al. measured that 2BOR-VS was always respected when the tolerance around special boundaries
was lower than 10◦. Beyond this tolerance, the fraction decreases linearly until 15◦ where it reaches the
random occurrence of variants. Liu et al. also that those variants nucleate earlier than other variants [20]
giving them a growth advantage over other colonies. Indeed, since those variants maintain a near
Burgers relationship with both grains they are energetically favored. As a consequence, the propensity
to develop such a configuration depends strongly on the prior β texture and microtexture and the
inherited α transformation texture and microtexture, as further discussed in the following.

The occurrence of the special β boundaries depends essentially on the texture and the microtexture
of the β grains. In itself, a β texture can result in a very high proportion of special GB and therefore of
double colonies, even if the β grains are randomly arranged. In particular, in [48], it was shown that the
texture resulting from uniaxial compression composed of 50% of a <111>//z fiber with a <100>//z fiber,
has a very high potential for double colonies. This can of course be amplified by the local arrangement
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of β grains, available on reconstructed maps and further referred to as the misorientation distribution
function (MODF).

In the present work, the fraction of special GBs (at 10◦) and the fraction giving rise to double
colonies was measured from the β/α EBSD map of Figure 2 using DECRYPT. The results are presented
in Figure 9. To evaluate the accuracy, the EBSD map of Figure 2 was divided into four maps, and the
data from each sub-map was averaged and the error bars correspond to two standard deviations.
The fraction of special GBs is represented by white bars over which the fraction decorated by double
colonies is dashed (for comparative purpose, the black bars give the theoretical fraction of special
GBs for the measured β texture and a random MODF). Special GBs represent 46% of all boundaries.
The majority of double colonies are formed at Type I boundaries. Type I boundaries are the most
present because of the high fraction of LAGBs and a third of them give rise to double colonies. Type II
and Type III GBs are less present but give rise very often to double colonies (>80% of the cases).
Their cumulated contribution is therefore almost equivalent to Type I GBs. Meanwhile, the contribution
of Type IV is almost negligible. These results are in agreement with the results of Liu et al. who also
noticed that Type II and III GBs had the highest fraction of αGB respecting 2BOR-VS [20].
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Comparing the experimental fraction of special β GBs with the theoretical one (for the measured β

texture and a random MODF) shows that the Type I fraction is much higher than expected in a random
MODF. This is because prior β grain fragmentation occurs mostly through a recovery mechanism [25].
Inversely, Type II and III boundaries occurs less than in the random MODF.

The shape of the β grains also has a significant contribution to the size of the feather-like colonies.
The 3D shape of the β grains is an oblate ellipsoid with an aspect ratio a/c > 10. This morphology
increases the interfacial area density of β GB relative to an equiaxed microstructure (at equivalent
grain volume). This interfacial area density increase linearly with the a/c ratio. It increases even more
when the grains have an prolate shape. However, with flat oblates, most boundaries are near-planar
which may favor wetting and nucleation of Widmanstätten colonies. Indeed, in our microstructure,
Widmanstätten colonies represent a volume fraction of 25%.

A last parameter influencing double colonies is the cooling rate. At a high cooling rate, a displacive
transformation takes place and 2BOR-VS seems to occur less often whereas when the transformation is
diffusive a strong variant selection occurs [49].

Dwell fatigue properties could be better understood by taking into account the β texture and
microtexture induced by forging and subsequent recrystallization. First, the fraction of <111>//z
and <100>//z components resulting from uniaxial compression of bcc metals vary with strain [50].
Then, recrystallization has been reported to lower texture intensities, drastically reducing the <111>//z
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grains and slightly reducing the <100>//z ones [24]. Moreover, recrystallization also leads to equiaxed
grains, consequently lowering the interfacial area density. Both contribution may significantly decrease
the number and the size of Widmanstätten colonies. In any case, the methodology described here
for the analysis of the local texture in a forged disk offers new opportunities to optimize the material
properties by a better control of the β/α local texture.

5. Conclusions

Dwell-fatigue crack initiation sites were analyzed from specimens taken from the most deformed
part of a forged Ti6242 disk with a lamellar microstructure. Advanced EBSD analysis was applied to
characterize the α and prior β texture and microtexture of the forging as well as the crystallography of
facetted crack initiation sites. The main findings are listed below:

1. Facetted cracks initiate in large feather-like α structures consisting of two Widmanstätten colonies
decorating a prior β grain boundary. They have close orientations with their c-axis at 18–22◦ to
the loading axis (in the present dwell test: the radial direction of the disk).

2. Adjacent to the initiation site, large colonies with evidence of slip bands are clearly seen.
Thus, the facet formation seems triggered by stress redistribution from a “weak” to a “strong”
region due to the elastic and plastic anisotropy of Titanium alloys.

3. The α texture in the most deformed part of the disk is characterized by a main <11-20>α//z fiber
(z being the compression direction of the forging). This produces strong α regions with the c-axis
in the radial directions of the disk.

4. This texture is inherited from the prior β-forged texture: it is a sharp texture characterized by two
fibers: 54% of <100>//z and 26% of <111>//z.

5. The analysis of the β-reconstructed map shows that 45% of the β grain boundaries are able to
share close-oriented colonies to form a ‘strong’ feather like structure. Among them, most of the
HAGBs and 30% of the LAGBs are effectively decorated by such unfavorable configurations for
dwell fatigue properties.
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